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SALZIG Sporthocker Video Award 2014
Extended guidelines

4 Video Categories:

In the 4 video categories the sportive performance is evaluated. 
The age of the hockerers is not relevant. 
The jury evaluates the tricks shown in the videos based on the following criteria: 
style, creativity, difficulty, courage, versatility, innovation and overall impression. 

- Best Male Performance
The best hockerer (male) wins. Maximum video duration: 5 minutes.
Other persons may appear in the video, but they should only have a minor role.

- Best Female Performance
The best hockerer (female) wins. Maximum video duration: 5 minutes.
Other persons may appear in the video, but they should only have a minor role.

- Best Trick
The best trick wins. Maximum video duration: 15 seconds.
Both sexes will be evaluated equally. The trick may also be part of a Best Performance Video.
The trick should also be shown in slow motion (e.g. 5 seconds normale speed, 10 seconds slow motion). 

- Best Crew
The best crew with at least 2 persons wins. Maximum video duration: 5 minutes.
Both sexes will be evaluated equally.
Synchronous, asynchronous, passing and combined lines are possible.
Basically, there has to be interaction in every scene that shows tricks.

3 Special Categories:

All videos registered in the 4 video categories automatically are evaluated in the 3 special categories. The 3 special 
categories are NOT about the sportive performance.

- Best Video Idea
The best video idea, the best story respectively the best script wins. 
Suprise us!

- Best Video Production
The best combination of camera work, scenery, content, sound, edit, song and special-effects wins. 

- Most Video Views
The video with the most views wins.
On November, 15th 2014 the Award Party takes place at the SALZIG Office, Kopernikusstraße 25, 10245 Berlin. The 
number of views at 8 PM counts.

Dates:

October, 13th 2014 Deadline for registration 
The deadline for the registration is November, 13th 2014 at 11:59 PM.

October, 15th 2014 all registered videos will be published on www.sporthocker.com
On a subpage of www.sporthocker.com all videos registered for the 4 video categories will be published. So all registe-
red videos can be watched there.

November, 15th 2014 Award party at the SALZIG office (counting of the categorie “Most video views” at 8 PM)
On Saturday November, 15th 2014 all participants and friends are invited to celebrate the SALZIG Sporthocker Video 
Award 2014 at the SALZIG Office, Kopernikusstraße 25, 10245 Berlin! The Award Party begins at 16 PM. 
Wich videos will win? 
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Rules:

- Use the original SALZIG Sporthocker

- Use video footage from 2014

- Use any camera
Any camera is allowed. 
No matter if mobile phone camera, webcam, actioncam oder professional video camera.
What counts most is the outcome. It is not allowed to use camera-, photo- or edit equipment from SALZIG Sporthocker.

- Use music with a Creative Commons License
Sporthocker videos with music are much more fun! If you use music protected by copy right e.g. on youtube your video 
will be blocked sooner or later. That is why use music with a Creative Commons License.
Here you find an overview about the different licenses: http://creativecommons.org
There are a lot of platforms supplying music with Creative Commons Licenses. Here are three suggestions:
http://www.jamendo.com
http://ccmixter.org
http://freemusicarchive.org

- Video length: max. 5 minutes, except “Best trick” 15 seconds
Songs usually are 2 - 4 minutes long. Show your best tricks and footage - quality instead of quantity. The “Best trick” is 
the exception: A maximum of 15 seconds is allowed. 

- Follow the extended guidelines
Read, understand and follow the extended guidelines. 
If there are any questions, don’t hesitate to contact us via info(at)Sporthocker.com. It is up to us to update the extended 
guidelines.
Youtube and Vimeo have certain basic rules, which you have to follow to upload a video:
Youtube: https://www.youtube.com/t/community_guidelines
Vimeo: http://vimeo.com/help

- Upload your videos on your youtube or vimeo channel
It is your video, upload it on your youtube channel.
Exception: The “Best Crew” category. Decide for a channel of one participant. Only one link wins.

- Use of the registered videos by SALZIG Sporthocker
SALZIG Sporthocker is allowed to use the registered videos. SALZIG Sporthocker is allowed to publish registered 
videos and compositions of parts of all registered videos.

- Register your video(s) here: 
http://tinyurl.com/Sporthockervideoaward

Rewards:

The best 3 in each category will get a cool suprise!

Jury:

Michael Landschütz, Stephan Landschütz, Susanne Wilke


